
Accelerating your AI journey
with Microsoft 365 Copilot
Liberate people potential



Enterprise AI is evolving at an astonishing speed. It’s already starting to revolutionize work, helping 
businesses to thrive and inspiring people to fulfil their true potential. Those who don’t invest in AI now 
run the risk of falling behind and missing out on its amazing capabilities.

Microsoft 365 Copilot is a prime example of the possibilities that AI creates. 
As a member of the Copilot Early Adopter program, Atos is already seeing 
exciting results across multiple business domains.

Yet while the benefits of Copilot are clear, so too are the challenges for 
any business wishing to accelerate AI-enabled transformation. Expert 
preparation is key, as is a sharp focus on robust governance and 
targeted returns on investment.

Here’s where Atos can help. As an AI pioneer and trusted digital 
partner, we’re here to support a fast-paced journey to make sure 
you get the best from CoPilot now and in the future.

Meeting your AI challenge
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Microsoft 365 Copilot is a sophisticated enterprise AI tool that brings 
boundless opportunities. It’s a powerful way to get more from M365 
applications, from automating everyday Microsoft Office tasks, to 
generating creative content and reimagining whole Line of Business 
processes. 

For your business, Copilot is a fast way to enhance employee experience, 
increase performance and address resourcing challenges. For your 
people, it eliminates time and effort, freeing them to upskill and to use 
their creativity and imagination.

Why invest in Microsoft 365 Copilot?

At Atos, we’re leveraging Copilot in our own business and enabling our 
customers to do the same. The outcomes we’re seeing are impressive, 
and the journey continues.
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85%
of employees want digital tools that help them 
be more agile, to automate daily tasks, and 
make information more accessible*

70%
of people say they would delegate as much 
work as possible to AI to lessen their workloads*

2x
likelihood of a leader to say AI will provide value 
by boosting productivity vs. cutting headcount

Copilot: your people’s digital 
companion

Unlocking productivity and 
unleashing creativity in the apps 
millions of people use every day 
across work and life.

*Source: Work Trend Index Annual Report: Will AI Fix Work?

https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/worklab/work-trend-index/will-ai-fix-work


Working with our experts, you’ll access our growing experience with Copilot and other enterprise AI. This 
includes our end-to-end integration expertise, proofs-of-concept and proven implementation accelerators.

Getting the best out of Copilot

We recognize that Copilot is an important investment. You need to know 
how and where best to deploy it – and to manage its impacts on your 
people, processes and data, especially any sensitive information.
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Integrate Copilot safely  
and securely
Before you unleash any AI, you need to prepare the 
ground by addressing technical gaps and ensuring 
the accuracy and governance of all relevant 
datasets and processes. Hit the ground running 
with our advisory services to develop your AI and 
Copilot vision. We’ll also work with you to ensure 
data is protected and AI-ready, with Just Enough 
Permissions in place to prevent oversharing.

Keep pace as Copilot evolves
With around 40 feature changes to MS 365 every 
month, you need to continuously adapt your digital 
workplace landscape. We have tools to identify 
ongoing implications for your MS 365 estate so 
that you can maintain control of your innovation 
roadmap. Your roadmap can include extensions 
beyond Copilot’s standard functionality and 
integration with other platforms.

Turn limitless possibility into 
measurable value
A focus on behavioural change is needed to enable 
dramatic improvements in productivity and 
performance. We’ll help you to drive user adoption 
and ensure the promised benefits of Copilot are 
delivered. Once it’s deployed, we can monitor 
trends and use cases to target and maximize 
returns from your investment in Copilot licensing 
and governance.

Work with a digital workplace leader
As a recognized global leader in digital workplace 
services and employee experience, we can support 
CoPilot as an integral part of your workplace 
environment. We’re uniquely placed to deliver the 
business outcomes you need, from device lifecycle 
management and user experience, to service desk 
and problem resolution.
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Embedding 
your 

Microsoft 
365 Copilot

Grounded in your business data
Microsoft 365 Copilot has real-time access 
to both your content and context in the 
Microsoft Graph.

Comprehensive security, 
compliance, & privacy
Copilot inherits your security, compliance,and 
privacy policies set up in Microsoft 365.

Individual user & admin 
always in control
User decide what to use, modify,  
or discard.

Designed to learn  
new skills
As Copilot learns about 
processes, it can perform 
more sophisticated tasks 
and queries.

Integrated into the apps you 
use every day
Word, Excel, PowerPoint, Outlook, Teams, 
and more.

Architected to  
protect data
Your data never leaves its secure 
partition, and it is never used for 
training purposes.



Navigating your Copilot journey 
together
Our expert team is here to inform and guide your Copilot journey, from 
discovery, through deployment, and onto proactive value generation.
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Accelerating your success
To get you ready for Copilot, our Semantic 
Index for Copilot creates a sophisticated map 
of your business and users’ data, identifying 
relationships and making important 
connections. This unique tool enables Copilot 
to deliver relevant, actionable responses to 
prompts – and do so in a secure, compliant, 
privacy-preserving way. 

Kick-off and discovery
Joint Copilot workshop with our experts to identify:

• Key personas, scenarios and processes that would 
benefit most from transformation with Copilot

• Next steps to prepare for Copilot, including:
- Required datasets and governance
- Migration approaches for non-cloud data

Getting you ready for Copilot
• Identifying high-value scenarios and personas
• Specifying your licensing requirements
• Identifying data readiness: permissions and 

security compliance
• Prompting mechanisms and workflows

Deploying Copilot
• Deploy Copilot licenses to users
• Implementing data readiness, 

permissions and security 
compliance

• Enable templates for agreed 
Copilot personas

• Configure settings to enable 
Copilot for selected users

Driving adoption
• User readiness assessment
• Change management and 

champions program
• End-user learning and 

communications
• Your own Copilot Center of 

Excellence

Copilot extensibility
• Copilot plugins and connectors
• Connect data to Microsoft Graph 

and Dataverse
• Use cases beyond out-of-the-box 

features 
• Integration, customization and 

configuration services

Ongoing support
• Proactive user support
• Reporting on Copilot usage and 

trends
• User and policy management 
• Governance for ongoing 

dataset changes and content 
management



Why choose Atos?

Copilot is advancing fast – so are we. With our customers and partners, we’re shaping the sustainable human-
centric workplace of the future.
Copilot is just one part of our comprehensive portfolio of digital workplace services and solutions. Whatever your business, we’ll help you liberate your people’s 
potential to advance what matters for you and your stakeholders.

We blend workplace and employee experience technologies, making the paradigm shift away from focusing on either technology or experience to both technology 
and experience.

Take your employee experience to the next level

Our human-centric approach ensures holistic employee journeys, all seamlessly enabled by leading-edge technologies end to end. We connect people, places and 
platforms so that every employee can prioritize their performance, wellbeing and job fulfilment anytime and anywhere.

We continuously measure technology performance, employee sentiment and use of applications and tools. These insights drive continuous adaptations and 
workplace improvements to meet your operational and strategic goals.
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Leader
Outsourced  
Digital Workplace Services

Leader
US workplace  
Support Services

Leader
Digital Workplace  
and Global Services

Leader
Advanced Digital  
Workplace Services

Leader
Europe Workplace  
Services

Our unique differentiators

Generative  
AI pioneer

Copilot  
Early Adopter

Microsoft  
Strategic Partner

Leading  
systems integrator 

Digital  
Workplace leader

https://atos.net/en/solutions/atos-digital-workplace


Atos and Microsoft: a strategic partnership

Atos and Microsoft have been partners for over 20 years, helping our mutual customers achieve even greater 
benefits from world-class software based on the M365 Suite. 
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users in Microsoft 365

Gold Cloud Productivity 

Gold Communications

Gold Collaboration and 
Content

Gold Messaging

Gold Security

mailboxes Skype/Teams users certifications

1.7 m 2 m 1 m 3 400+



Create your workplace of tomorrow.
Take the next step today

Head of Growth & Strategy for Digital Workplace
Follow or contact Mélanie:

Intelligent Collaboration Product Manager
Follow or contact Colin:

Head of Technology Consulting for Digital Workplace
Follow or contact Matt:

Mélanie de Vigan Colin Corbett Matt Jacques
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To find out more about our Microsoft 365 Copilot services, please get in touch with our specialist team:
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https://fr.linkedin.com/in/melanie-de-vigan-biver-52ba70
https://uk.linkedin.com/in/colin-corbett-794b153
https://uk.linkedin.com/in/matt-jacques-79218586
mailto:melanie.devigan%40atos.net?subject=
mailto:colin.corbett%40atos.net?subject=
mailto:matt.jacques%40atos.net?subject=


We create the foundation 
for a thriving tomorrow
Eatur sincitam volero omnis
doluptatet as sanis.
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Atos is a registered trademark of Atos SE. December 2023. © Copyright 2023, Atos 
SE. Confidential Information owned by Atos group, to be used by the recipient only. 
This document, or any part of it, may not be reproduced, copied, circulated and/or 
distributed nor quoted without prior written approval of Atos.

Atos is a global leader in digital transformation with 107,000 employees and 
annual revenue of c. € 11 billion. European number one in cybersecurity, cloud 
and high-performance computing, the Group provides tailored end-to-end 
solutions for all industries in 69 countries. A pioneer in decarbonization services 
and products, Atos is committed to a secure and decarbonized digital for its 
clients. Atos is a SE (Societas Europaea), and listed on Euronext Paris. 
  
The purpose of Atos is to help design the future of the information space. Its 
expertise and services support the development of knowledge, education and 
research in a multicultural approach and contribute to the development of 
scientific and technological excellence. Across the world, the Group enables its 
customers and employees, and members of societies at large to live, work and 
develop sustainably, in a safe and secure information space.. 

Find out more about us
atos.net
atos.net/career

Let’s start a discussion together

About Atos 

Tech Foundations is the Atos Group business line leading in managed services, 
focusing on hybrid cloud infrastructure, employee experience and technology 
services, through decarbonized, automated and AI-enabled solutions. 
Its 52,000 employees advance what matters to the world’s businesses, 
institutions and communities. It is present in 69 countries, with an annual 
revenue of € 6 billion.

About Tech Foundations

https://atos.net/en/raison-detre
https://www.instagram.com/atosinside/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/atos/
https://twitter.com/atos

